VHMPT: a graphical viewer and editor for helical membrane protein topologies.
Lacking structures resolved at atomic resolution, the great majority of membrane proteins have typically been depicted in a schematic two-dimensional (2D) topology consisting of putative transmembrane domains predicted from hydropathy plots. As more and more sequences of membrane proteins become available from genome projects, there is a need to automate the process of generating the schematic topology while allowing important information, such as the individual amino acid and the extent to which it is conserved in evolution, to be conveniently inspected. We addressed this need by developing a program called VHMPT. VHMPT (a graphical V iewer and editor for H elical line M embrane P rotein T opologies) can automatically generate a schematic 2D topology for a protein with transmembrane helices. Through an interactive graphical interface, VHMPT allows users to modify the layout of the generated topology, label specific amino acid or amino acid groups, and annotate with arrows and texts. Given a multiple sequence alignment file, VHMPT can also color code a normalized conservation score for each amino acid on the generated topology, allowing ready visual recognition of highly conserved (or variable) topological regions. VHMPT is written in Tcl/Tk and can run on platforms that have installed the Tcl/Tk interpreter. The source code and a user manual for VHMPT are available for download at http://www. ibms.sinica.edu.tw/mjhwang/vhmpt. mjhwang@mail.ibms.sinica.edu.tw